MFA SCENOGRAPHY SHOWCASE 2018

CRUSH
n.
1. A sound related action to eliminate the boundary
2. A violent but subtle movement
3. An intense but at-the-moment live passion

Fri 20 - Sat 21 April
Hackney Showroom
Hackney Downs Studios
Amhurst Terrace E8 2BT

www.crush-showcase.weebly.com
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INTRO

PROGRAMME

Today three emerging artists are sharing the
developments and findings of their final, one
year-long, projects on the MFA Scenography
at The Royal Central School of Speech and
Drama.
Constructed environments emerge from
questions and concerns articulated through
experimentation with spaces, bodies, texts
and materials. Wherever these collide,
new situations emerge as transitional and
transformative phenomena. Here, these
are shifting installations made of paper,
cardboard and strings– simple, ubiquitous
yet essential materials - dis/integrated and
dis/assembled by the actions of light, sound
and the body.
On the MA/MFA Scenography, how we
inhabit space, relate to objects and engage
with others are scrutinized and interrogated
through material and sensory means.
Dr Simon Donger
Course Leader MA/MFA Scenography

EXHIBITORS

FRIDAY 20 APRIL

Exhibition
11am - 9.45pm
Opening Event
Artist Talk
David Shearing - 6pm
Performances
7.30pm

SATURDAY 21 APRIL

Exhibition
11am - 9.45pm
Artist Talk
Rhys Jarman - 4.45pm
Artist Talk
Sally E. Dean - 6pm
Performances
7.30pm

Other Tongue
Lingge Ma
How might scenography mobilize what Roland Barthes termed ‘writing aloud
[that is] language lined with flesh, a text where we can hear […] a whole carnal
stereophony: the articulation of the body, of the tongue, not that of meaning’?
(Barthes 1975) Other Tongue is a performative installation in search of such a
“fluid and dynamic” relation to language and meaning (Bebergal 1998). This
work gives a tangible presence to Sarah Kane's writing, thereby turning it into an
engrossing and interactive scroll, an artefact for visual and vocal improvisation.
Born in China, Lingge Ma first trained in Industrial Design at College of the
Design and Innovation, Tongji University before joining the MFA Scenography
at The Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. Lingge is keen to pursue a
career in theatre design and performance making. To this end, her research
currently revolves around the use of text as a physical material for performative
experimentation.

You can find out more about the course at
www.cssd.ac.uk/course/scenography-ma-mfa

www.linggema.com

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

Parallel Voices

Parts Of

Talia Sanz Vera

Francesc Serra Vila

Adapting from Cocteau and Poulenc's libretto La Voix Humaine (1958), Talia
works through the interplay of scale models and performative experimentation
to explore the protagonist's voice within the confusion of contemporary
communication culture. Here fragments of Elle's monologue are accumulated in
a series of devised experiments.

PARTS OF explores structures and the possibility of their collapse. Inspired by
the notion of "liquid modernity”(Z. Bauman), PARTS OF creates a space whereby
this precariousness manifests, exposing the vulnerabilities in our fetishisation
of permanence. In working with these fragments and through displacing the
documentation of the structures' destruction, paradoxically this becomes a
source and site for multiple other constructions. PARTS OF stresses the making
process and the evolution of the material, space and body to create open
encounters with the audience and to allow them to draw their own conclusions.

Born in Peru, Talia Sanz studied Architecture at the Universidad Peruana de
Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC, 2013) before completing a Specialization in Scenic
Design from Centro Cultural Britanico, Lima (2016). Her latest work includes:
Assistant Designer for British Youth Opera's The Vanishing Bridegroom (designed
by Andrew Riley) and Don Giovanni (designed by Rachel Szmukler) at the Peacock
Theatre, London. Her production design for short films includes Visiting, directed
by BAFTA nominee Charlotte Regan, Pickled Egg and Mr. Baggage, both directed
by Justine Priestley from Really Bright Media productions.
www.taliasanz.com

Francesc's work is driven by an interest in site specific, immersive and evolving
environments. He regularly collaborates with other artists, and his work has
been presented internationally: WSD2013-Cardiff and WSD2017-Taipei, La
Bellone (Brussels), London Festival of Architecture and Zealous. In parallel to his
artistic practice, Francesc has extensive experience in scenic construction; since
completing his studies in architecture in 2009, he has worked for set designers
and opera theatres around Europe, including ENO and La Monnaie.
www.fserravila.com

COLLABORATORS
Elinor Popham
Performer

Mayson Fung
Performer

Cynthia Callejas
Performer

Alastair Gavin

Keyboardist, composer
and sound artist

GUEST SPEAKERS
Elinor is an operatic Soprano who has
participated from music theatre and jazz, to
soul and folk. Her musical career highlights
includes composing for Wuthering Heights
with Warwick World Music. She has sung at
the premiere of Paul McGrath's works based
on the poetry of Veronique Meunier, as part
of the Evidence Frontiers movement.

Mayson is a poet, dancer and teacher based
in London, studying MFA Creative Practice
at Laban. Influenced by the experience of
teaching children with PMLD, she researches
dance as an alternative multi-sensory
dialogue among different abilities and
questions the normality of body aesthetics
and the broader of linguistic language.

Cynthia is currently pursuing an MA Creative
Practice: Transdisciplinary at Trinity Laban
Conservatoire of Music and Dance. She
studied at the Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland, Ensamble Actoral in Colombia
and earned her Theatre BFA from CalArts in
California. She also specializes professionally
in Polynesian and Brazilian dance.
Alastair Gavin has composed for theatre,
dance, film and TV. He has worked as
keyboardist for a wide range of contemporary
musical artists and was assistant musical
director on Mamma Mia!. He recently
completed a Scenography MA at Central.
www.alastairgavin.com

LAMP

LAMP is an artistic collective founded by
Ewa Limanówka, Cos Chapman and Francesc
Serra Vila. Together they create improvised
performance which use movement, sound
and light as the core stimuli for their
interactions.
www.lamp-performance.weebly.com

David Shearing
Artist

David Shearing is a multi-award-winning artist
and production designer who creates immersive
multimedia environments. He explores audience
engagement, both physically and conceptually,
by creating intimate, and at times spectacular,
performance and art installations using video,
sound and organic materials. David’s work
operates as a hybrid between fine art and
performance practice. In 2014 David designed
and produced The Weather Machine which
was choosen for the Silver award at the World
Stage Design exhibition 2017. David has a PhD
in ‘Audience Immersion and the Experience of
Scenography’ (University of Leeds).
www.davidshearing.com

Rhys Jarman
Set Designer

Rhys was one of the winners of the 2007 Linbury
Biennial Prize, for his design of Varjak Paw for
the Opera Group. Recent designs include Nassim
for Bush Theatre, How I Hacked my Way To
Space for Unlimited, The Machine Stops for Pilot,
Hurling Rubble At The Sun And Hurling Rubble
At The Moon at the Park Theatre. His work at
Northern stage includes; Frankie & Johnny, Alice
In Wonderland, James And The Giant Peach and
The Wonderful Wizard Of Oz. Designs for Gecko
include The Wedding, Institute, Missing and The
Dreamer, which won the One Drama Award for
best design in Shanghai.
www.rhysjarman.com

Sally E. Dean

Performance Maker & Lecturer

Sally E. Dean (USA/UK) has been an interdisciplinary performer, performance maker
and teacher for over 20 years – in professional,
university and community settings across Europe,
Asia and the USA. Her teaching and performance
work is highly informed by somatic-based
practices, her cross-cultural projects in Asia and
her background in both dance and theatre –
integrating site, costume and object. Since 2011,
Sally has lead the ‘Somatic Movement, Costume
& Performance Project’ – designing costumes that
create specific body-mind experiences, leading to
performances, lectures, films, publications and
workshops.
www.sallyedean.com
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CRUSH – MFA Scenography Showcase 2018
has been possible thanks to the support of:
Simon Donger, Course Leader MA/MFA Scenography;
Joanna Parker, Senior Lecturer MA/MFA Scenography;
Madaleine Trigg, Curator and Producer;
Hackney Showroom Team;
Ken, Roberto, Sam, Mark, Phil and Frasier from the
Technical Services Department at The Royal Central
School of Speech and Drama;
To the performers and artistic collaborators: Alastair
Gavin, Cynthia Callejas, Mayson Fung, Elinor Popham,
and LAMP – Ewa Limanówka and Cos Chapman;
David Shearing, Rhys Jarman and Sally E. Dean;
And everyone else who has been supporting us
during this exciting journey.

